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A Ab bs st tr ra ac ct t. . The aim of the City Induction project is to develop an urban design tool consisting of 3 parts: an urban programme formulation module, a generation module and an evaluation module. The generation module relies on a very generic Urban Grammar composed of several generic grammars called Urban Induction Patterns (UIPs) corresponding to typical urban design moves. Specific grammars, such as the analytical grammars inferred from our case studies, can be obtained by defining specific arrangements of Urban Induction Patterns and specific constraints on the rule parameters. We show that variations on the UIP arrangements or rule parameters can provide design variations and specific grammars to be synthesised through design exploration. It is therefore seen as a process for synthesizing a specific design grammar within the field of urban design and has two main features: (1) it allows for the synthesis of specific grammars during the design process and (2) it allows for the customization of a personal design language within the broad scope of the generic grammar.
A formal definition of Urban Grammars is presented and its application in the production of customized urban designs is demonstrated by customizing design languages using a specific compound grammar defined by a specific arrangement of generic grammars.
The formulation module provides its output by means of goal patterns encoded into a description grammar [Stiny 1981 ]. The generation module uses arrangements of generic discursive grammars [Duarte 2001 ] to generate urban designs, and the evaluation module uses several evaluation techniques to guide generation towards the specified requirements. In this paper we show how a set of generic discursive grammars can be used to design specific grammars for urban design.
Defining the problem
Uncertainty and complexity seem to be dominant paradigms in the growth of cities. The main problem is that, even when planned, the development of cities is difficult to predict. Designing cities involves the ability to deal with many simultaneous and complex city development behaviours and all their components, and predict desirable and controllable city developments. This has been proved virtually impossible to achieve, at least by traditional means [Portugali 1999 ]. In addition, the constantly changing city dynamics in contemporary society has led to the growing inefficiency of the traditional layout planning approach. Flexibility and adaptability have become imperative [Archer 2001] .
In order to progress towards more efficient design systems we need to develop very flexible and interactive platforms that are able to assess the complexity of urban systems without interfering with the typical indeterminate design exploration procedures that designers adopt. Previous work has shown that designing urban plans with shape grammars [Stiny and Gips 1972] establishes planning systems containing explicit and implicit flexibility that can be used as adaptive features in a realworld implementation where such features become extremely important. The idea is that it is possible to define design systems that establish an embedded order through a set of design rules whilst still retaining the adaptive features that can accommodate uncertainties. In practical terms, the aim is to develop an urban design platform that can shift from the rigid layout paradigm to a new concept, the concept of city information modelling (CIM), and eventually extend the term modelling to monitoring by incorporating the analysis and evaluation tools provided by the evaluation module.
However, the implementation of shape grammars contains problems of its own. The problem of shape recognition [Yue et al 2009] has been pointed out many times as its main technical restriction, whilst it is claimed that the mathematical definitions, being founded on visual reasoning, support the type of visual ambiguity found in design [Knight 2003; Stiny 2005] . Moreover, ambiguity conflicts with design control, whilst the definition of a very detailed and complete grammar conflicts with design freedom. The latter problem arises from the fact that a shape grammar, even if parametric, always embeds some kind of design language, imposing the inherent language on the designs generated. The problem that concerns us and led to this research is that design languages are the result of design synthesis and not the reverse, meaning that exploring design languages is not an aim of design, whereas the synthesis of a design language is. Exploration of the language is only an extension of the design capacities, not the purpose of design itself. As such, the main question therefore is how to define a shape grammar during the exploratory design process. Therefore, the research questions are, firstly, how to design using shape grammars, given that a designer's language is usually synthesized together with the design process itself and, secondly, how to apply shape grammars in urban design in order to obtain a more flexible and efficient urban design process. Solving the first problem provides a response to the second, as it forms the basis for the development of a supporting design tool. However, the second question involves complex features of the urban environment that make it much more difficult to answer. This research falls within the framework of urban design.
To address these problems the research used the following methodology. First, the main characteristics of the existing urban design and assessment tools were assessed, in order to figure out how shape grammars should be used in conjunction with these systems. A survey was also carried out of the supporting literature capable of providing guidance in specifying the aims of the design tool -i.e., what it should do and what it does not need to do. The following section presents the theoretical background to the research. In the third section, we propose the use of arrangements of generic grammars as a means of enabling specific design grammars to be developed. Section 4 shows the technical definitions of this concept, the structure of the generation module and how it works within the City Induction concept. Section 5 contextualises the research design space within the framework of four case studies, in order to simplify the prototype implementation, starting from the assumption that the natural approach in this case is to progress from simple to complex implementations. In this section we present some grammar examples extracted from the case studies to demonstrate that generic grammars correspond to urban induction patterns and that specific arrangements of generic grammars produce specific grammars. We may therefore call generic grammars designing a a grammars. The discussion section engages the reader in a critical review of the achievements of the research and the scope for future work, establishing some new hypotheses for future research. The final section draws conclusions on the achievements of the research.
Background and theoretical support
Architecture, urban design and urban planning are three different scales of design activity that merge within the context of the city. It is already established in literature on the subject that these scales range from local to global (or vice versa) alongside several complex interactive systems, namely social, economic, environmental and political, all of which contribute towards generating uncertainty and complexity in cities and their development [Archer 2001; Batty 2005; Portugali 1999] . In this environment, urban design becomes a rather difficult and unpredictable task.
In the current state of the art, it is impossible to find fully integrated tools that enable us to assess the many aspects relating to the task of urban design. There are several tools for urban analysis, tools for evaluation and tools for designing but no single tool seems adequate to assess all the demands of urban design. The basic distinction that is important to this paper is the distinction between GIS and CAD tools. The former are extremely powerful assessment tools for evaluating urban data and performing many analytical tasks which may inform urban design, but they are not design tools. GIS interfaces share the characteristic of gathering geo-referenced information and representations of existing components or concept-components 1 in our environment. Data and shape-files (i.e., representations) are linked by a geographical reference. GIS platforms provide many different tools that allow us to run several types of analysis. There are also other types of software or plug-ins that add other analytical functions to these platforms, space syntax [Hillier and Hanson 1989; Hillier 1998 ] being probably one of the most widely-used tools of this kind. Although some of these types of software 76 José Nuno Beirão -Creating Specifi c Grammars with Generic Grammars: Towards Flexible Urban Design might contain some editing tools, none of them are drawing or modelling tools and for this reason, GIS platforms are very unfriendly tools for design purposes.
On the other hand, CAD tools are essentially drawing or modelling tools that do not assess data, nor do they allow for the complete topological integration of representations and data. However, most of the CAD software is already very powerful and versatile in terms of design purposes, although communication between the different platforms is difficult and implies loss of data. Nevertheless, it is clear that urban design methodologies are strongly supported by intensive analytical methods during the pre-design phases, therefore indicating the enormous potential and desirability of linking GIS and CAD to allow for analysis-design-analysis data flow cycles. Establishing the foundations of a tool for this purpose is one of the main goals of City Induction. On an urban scale, this is actually a direct translation of what Schön [1983] would call a see-move-see cycle in architectural design.
A shape grammar [Stiny and Gips 1972 ] is a set of shape transformation rules that are applied recursively to generate a set of designs. These are type rules in which and are labelled shapes from a finite set of shapes S and a finite set of labels S L. The rule L finds the occurrence of a transformation of the labelled shape in a design and replaces it with a transformation of the labelled shape as defined in the equation , where is the resulting design after the rule iteration and -and + are the Boolean difference and union operations [Stiny 1980] . As Stiny has pointed out, shape recognition is an ambiguous task [2005] and needs correctly supported artificial intelligence to be effective in a computer-based implementation of shape grammars. Finding can prove a very complex task when new shapes emerge during design generation. In addition, extending shape grammars to the space of parametric grammars, which are in fact used in most design situations, makes this even more difficult, as the recognition of a shape becomes the recognition of any assignment g of parameter values g to a parametric labelled shape , i.e., finding g in a design to apply the rule schemata g .
Shape grammars have successively demonstrated a capacity to encode the design rules embedded in design languages with a rigorous technical formalism. However, the semantic discourse in urban design is not only provided by shape transformations but also political, social and territorial contexts which are informed by features other rather than those of form. To solve this semantic problem previously pointed out by Fleisher [1992] , Duarte [2001] proposed the concept of discursive grammars, a combination of description grammars [Stiny 1981 ] and shape grammars, as a way of providing descriptions of designs that are appropriate for a particular context. Previous work using shape grammars and patterns [Alexander et al 1977] as an approach to solving urban design problems has been carried out in recent years in design studios at the Technical University of Lisbon . This work still remains the main motivation for the City Induction research project, since it has demonstrated the potential of using shape grammars in urban design. Although the design studio was run with current tools, shape grammars were applied informally using current CAD functionalities and the analytical tasks were performed without the support of GIS-based tools, the idea of integrating analysis, generation and evaluation into a single working platform has been our main focus since then.
Designing grammars for urban design s
As previously mentioned, the implementation of shape grammars implies specific technical problems. Basically, two main problems concerning shape grammars are addressed in this research: firstly, the shape recognition problem and secondly, the problem of defining the grammar during the design process. The linking of GIS and CAD representations into a compatible format defines the third problem under investigation.
Our current work focuses on the implementation of the generation module for City Induction. It proposes two devices as a means of solving the three said problems. The first problem is partially solved by the introduction of a City ontology. The third problem is entirely solved by the same device. The second problem is solved through the introduction of Urban Induction Patterns (UIPs), small generic grammars encoding urban design moves.
The City ontology defines and organizes significant relationships between the various types of objects or components found in the urban space that will be used in the urban design process. It is structured into object classes, each containing object types and attributes. At top level the City ontology contains 5 different classes -networks, blocks, zones, landscape and focal points. The ontology was defined to support communication between the three modules of City Induction, but also provides a structure that can create layered representations of city features. This layered structure is envisaged as a means of establishing the direct export of design generations to a GIS platform. It is also seen as a way of structuring urban grammars into parallel generic grammars, basing the definition of the shape sets of these grammars on the object classes of the ontology. Details on the ontology can be found in a recent paper [Beirão, Montenegro et al 2009] .
t
In this paper we show how design moves [Schön 1983 ] can be encoded into small generic grammars and combined in different ways to form customized designing grammars that can therefore be used to synthesize a personal design language during the design process. Such a system may be used to improve design procedures and design exploration, as it enables the advantages of the generative properties of shape grammars to be used, whilst also allowing a personal design language to be explored in the design.
Encoding design moves into generic grammars: Urban Induction Patterns (UIP)
Donald Schön says that designs evolve through a series of see-move-see cycles. It is a reflective process that is performed continuously throughout the design process by the designer until s/he comes up with a proposed final solution. The design rules are the result of such a process. Only when the process is considered finished, is the designer able to talk about the design process and replicate the procedure. Only then, is the design capable of providing a specific grammar, a set of shape rules that can translate the design language of the architect, i.e., a consistent design expression translated into a shape grammar.
What this research intends to develop is a way to simultaneously provide the exploratory design process whilst also developing a consistent design grammar encoded into the algebraic formalism of shape grammars, so that by the end of the design process the designer can obtain a complete customized shape grammar that enables him to further explore the design space defined by the grammar. In the case of urban design, what this process provides is the possibility of designing, not a final layout, but a set of rules that can produce any layout within the design space defined by the grammar. A design language is therefore provided without enforcing a specific layout.
The main idea underlying this work is that we can "break down" the complete design process into a particular arrangement of independent design moves. Each design move is encoded into a very generic shape grammar independent of context that can be applied to different contexts and customized by constraining the available parameters.
Generic grammars are very simple, customizable, context-independent shape grammars corresponding to generic design moves. They can be defined because what is encoded is not a complete design sequence but short recurrent design moves common to most designers. Expressions such as "defining the main axis", "placing a landmark" or "setting the grid" are understood by any urban designer, although each individual might have a specific interpretation of their meaning. These design moves are set as design patterns [Gamma et al 1995] , defining a short and very generic piece of code that generates this specific design move. Specific designs are the result of composing an arrangement of such design moves and setting specific values for the available parameters. A specific grammar is therefore the result of setting a specific arrangement of generic f grammars and constraining the available parameters to the ones that express the designer's thought language. In order to simplify the text which follows, a generic grammar encoding a recurrent urban design move will be called an Urban Induction Pattern or simply UIP.
Generic grammars for designing Urban Grammars
Another important aspect to consider is that design moves are a designer's response to specific stimuli found in the design context. In other words, certain elements found in the context provide referential support for design decisions. These elements or references are the ones that provide the initial shapes to which a generic grammar can be applied. The references are elements that the designer selects in the design context or referential elements generated by previously applied grammars. There are therefore two ways of providing referential elements or initial shapes in order to apply a UIP: firstly, the designer selects elements in the design context and gives them the attribute R ef (for f referential element); alternatively, a previous grammar generates an element that is then used by another generic grammar as an initial shape.
The City Induction generation module is a design generation system based on an extremely generic Urban Grammar defined by the available UIPs and rule parameters. A specific Urban Grammar is customized through the selection of a specific arrangement of UIPs and specific constraints on the rule parameters. A specific design is instantiated for a specific selection of references (R ( ( ef elements) by instantiating f specific values within the constraints defined for the rule parameters. In terms of the design decision process, a specific design is obtained through three kinds of design decisions: selecting or defining references in the design context, selecting a specific arrangement of UIPs, and constraining the available parameters within the pattern rules.
These options depend on the decision taken by the formulation module or the designer. Therefore, the design process is a reflective process, responds to contextual features including regulations and quality standards, and is rule-based.
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The various meanings of the term "pattern"
A brief digression is necessary here in order to explain and identify the meaning of the word "pattern" in Urban Induction Patterns. The basis of the word "pattern" as used here was first coined by Alexander et al in the book A Pattern Language [1977] and was e defined as a recurrent problem occurring in the environment that can be clearly identified and provided with a generic solution. This concept was later extended by Gamma et al [1995] so that it could be applied in object oriented programming. The underlying idea was to identify recurrent problems in object oriented programming and to provide a detailed solution with a sample code for generic application. This extended concept was called "design pattern", although the word "design" here means software design. An Urban Induction Pattern is a compound version of both concepts applied to urban design, i.e., an UIP is a recurrent urban design move provided with a generic grammar that replicates this design move and can be applied in many different contexts.
In every sense in this context these are design patterns.
The next sub-section details this definition in terms of grammar formalisms.
Urban Induction Patterns and Urban Grammars: definitions
The top level of the City ontology defines 5 object classes, namely Networks, Blocks, Zones, Landscapes and Focal Points ( fig. 1 ). Each object class is a set of object types divided into two major subsets: geometry (shapes, parameterized shapes) and attributes (labels). The ontology provides a dependency structure for all the shape and label sets y that comprise an urban plan, allowing grammars to accept them as parameterized shapes and labels for the application of rules used to generate urban designs. To simplify the notation, each set of parameterized shapes in the ontology is annotated as S i where the index i defines the position of the set in the ontology from 1, 2, i …, n where n is the total number of shape sets in the ontology.
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As defined above, an Urban Induction Pattern is a recurrent urban design move provided with a generic grammar that replicates this design move and can be applied independently of context. An Urban Grammar is a specific arrangement of generic grammars encoding urban design moves, i.e., it is an arrangement of UIPs.
The City Induction generation module was conceived of as an urban design tool or urban design system. In order to generate designs it contains a very generic urban grammar which is the set of all urban grammars that can be defined using the system. Although our model is a simplified version of a possible theoretical universal model restricted to the domain defined by four case studies (see section 5), it can, in principle, be extended by (1) extending the ontology, and (2) extending the set of available UIPs.
An Urban Grammar is a Cartesian product of parallel grammars n n 3 2 1 that use a set of parameterized shapes from the City ontology,
respectively, to design a layer of an urban plan. Each design phase outputs a sub-design composed of several layers or, more accurately, each design phase uses some of the grammars, 1 to n , in the urban grammar n n to generate the various layers that define the sub-design produced in that , and also correspond to the attribute classes in the ontology.
Generation begins with the definition of the existing elements to be used in the design. E 0 is the set of existing representations (shapes) of the working context and 0 contains all the existing representations (shapes) regardless of the many-layered structure it may have. I 0 I I is the set of initial features (shapes and labels) that will be used to start the design and contains only I s I I and R ef objects, that is, the shape f I s I I , a closed polyline that represents the intervention site limit, the labels I s I I and R ef , and f f R ef shapes, which are the f shapes representing the selected elements in the site and context that will be used as referential guiding elements to support design rules. R ef labels are attributes of the f R ef shapes that were selected by the designer to guide a certain stage of the design. R ef shapes in fact represent the elements that guide the design decisions.
A grammar is built up from a sequence of UIPs (a sequence of design decisions) which in the end will reflect the design language of the urban plan. The same urban grammar can be used to generate different alternative designs by running the same UIP sequence again to produce different instantiations. This allows design implementations to be explored or monitored [Beirao, Duarte, Montenegro, Gil 2009] . The whole concept is, in fact, close to what could be a real algorithmic implementation of a complete Pattern Language as conceived of by Alexander [1977] , but in such a way as to allow the designer to define his own pattern language.
A UIP is therefore a sub-grammar of . A UIP uses only some of the parallel grammars in , a subset of , namely some components of The initial shape I i I I is always a shape in S i S generated by a previous UIP or a shape in I 0 I I in the case of initial UIPs. Each UIP addresses a goal G to be achieved through set of description rules D starting from an initial description U. A set of heuristics U U H decides H which of the rules in the set of rules R to apply. W is a set of weights and W F a set of F functions used to constrain generation so that it respects regulations and quality standards.
Generating designs with Urban Induction Patterns
In this section we intend to demonstrate that the concept described above can be used to design urban plans and explore design spaces. Since it would be impossible to start with the aim of defining all possible urban design moves, we used the following approach. The work was framed by capturing UIPs only within the design space defined by four case studies, attempting to define them in such generic terms that each UIP could be used as broadly as possible regardless of context. We also tried to break down the UIP into the smallest design moves possible so that most of the large design moves would already be a composition of smaller UIPs. In fact, the analysis of the case studies demonstrated that although all the grids were quite different in terms of final results, most of them were actually obtained through different arrangements of minimum UIPs designed for this purpose.
As a general approach, this section presents the four case studies, explains the approach used to infer UIPs, provides a summary of the UIPs inferred from the analysis and shows how these UIPs can be used (1) to replicate the urban plans, and (2) to generate alternative solutions by applying different instantiations of rule parameters.
The four case studies
This work began with the assumption that urban designs can be broken down into very small generic design procedures or design moves which, when combined in different ways, can be used to define different design languages. In order to define such design moves in the form of UIPs as defined in the previous section, we used four urban plans as case studies.
The four urban plans are: 1) Extension plan for Cidade da Praia in Cabo Verde by Chuva Gomes; 2) Qta da Fonte da Prata (QFP), in Moita, Portugal by Chuva Gomes; 3) Ijburg/Haveneiland by Frits van Dongen, Felix Claus and Ton Schaap from a larger plan by Palmbout; and 4) Ypenburg, also by Palmbout (Palmboom and van den Bout) ( fig.  2) . The case studies were used to frame the work within the range of their design space. Furthermore, we assumed that to produce complete urban designs we would have to define at least four sets of rules (UIPs) relating to four different levels of design:
A. rules to define the compositional guidelines of the plan; B. rules to define grids or the main street structure; C. rules to define urban units including squares and other public spaces; D. rules for designing details, such as the detailed design of street profiles and materiality ]. This paper focuses on the level (B) rules. As a basic methodology we started by analysing the first case study, inferring the design rules used by the architect and defining them as Urban Induction Patterns. In interviews he has given, Chuva Gomes clearly states his design moves for both plans. He even states which moves were common and which were different in the two plans. We tried to formulate basic definitions of the UIPs in such a way that they would be valid for the four case studies or even other well known paradigmatic urban plans. Due to its simplicity, Case Study 1 provides very basic rules for designing an orthogonal grid-based plan. We tried to devise them so that, in order to obtain results like the ones in Case Study 2 the same rules (UIPs) could simply be applied with a different sequential arrangement and different values for the parameter variables. Roughly speaking, it can easily be seen that Plan 2 uses similar rules to those in Plan 1 but applies them several times in four different areas with four different orientations. Introducing more complexity into plans is therefore the result of combining basic UIPs in more complex ways. However, the two Dutch plans introduce new features suitable for encoding into other UIPs. For example, Plan 3 introduces a lot of variety into the definition of the urban block and a set of additional rules can therefore be defined from this case study. Case Study 4 introduces an even more complex variety of design transformations in comparison to the previous, less complex, case study. In this instance, not only can more variety be seen in terms of urban unit definition, but distortions in the orthogonal grid also become evident, implying the definition of rules to deal with grid distortions or irregular grids.
As a general approach, considering that our purpose is the definition of a design tool, the line of reasoning always followed was that rules to explain the simpler case study would be defined first and valid variations of these rules would then be explored as a means of obtaining the design exploration potential. This task proved hard, since it was possible to lose direction when considering valid variations simply due to the fact that design possibilities are, in principle, infinite. To avoid this, we tried to remain focused within the scope of the case studies, aiming only to prove that: (1) a minimum set of g UIPs can be used to generate the four case studies; (2) the same UIPs can produce new designs in different contexts with similar rules in any language that can be composed from the UIPs available or, in other words, within the design space defined by the case studies. The additional capacities of the defined set of UIPs outside this design space were considered only as additional qualities to support the concept, but were not established as a research goal.
Defining UIPs
All the Urban Induction Patterns defined in this paper refer only to the generation of designs of urban plans in typical plan representations. 3D representations were left for future research developments and are considered here as consequence of the design generation results that might be obtained by simple extrusion of the layouts. Aspects y related to topography are not detailed here, only clarified in the discussion.
As previously stated, the first UIPs applied are the ones that take the intervention site limit I s and elements selected as references, s R ef , as their initial shapes. The first UIP f f within the framework of our case studies was suggested by the explanation given by Frits Palmboom, the author of the Ypenburg plan, concerning his design methods. Regarding his first move in the design of an urban plan, in a 2008 interview made in the context of this present research, he said, "I always look for the longer line in the territory". Taking this sentence as our motto, we called the first UIP MainAxisistheLongerLine. The e algorithm generates all the lines that can be generated after considering the referential elements and selects the longest one. It is applied in all the case studies and takes the particular form of the Cardus in the case of Plan 1, selecting from the proposed long lines s the one that has the closest north-south orientation. The term cardus already s demonstrates the possibility of applications in a wider design space than the one defined by the case studies, as it is a well-known feature of classic urban planning. Gil 2009] and have been used to reproduce the design of Plan 1. The rules for each UIP are reproduced here to facilitate comprehension of this paper. However, some rules were added to the later UIP in order to deal with the use of varying parameters. During the derivation with AddingBlockCells, third hierarchy axes were adjusted using AdjustingAxistoCells. At the end of the grid derivation, two more UIPs were useds AddBlocktoCells and s AdjustingBlockCells -to create the block structures and adjust to the boundary conditions of the design respectively.
As the architect Chuva Gomes used constant parameters to define the dimensions of the blocks in the Praia plan, the results of applying any of the two UIPs are the same. However, if the parameters were to vary, for instance, within a fixed interval, the results obtained from applying each of the algorithms would differ. Considering the goal of defining City Induction as a design tool, we view this difference as an extremely positive quality of the two UIPs, which can be used for design exploration.
Applying UIPs to generate designs
Exploring design possibilities is a task based on freely sketching many different ways of applying basic design moves to selected references within a given context. Both references and design moves may vary, as may the parameters or variables in each design move. Although the designer pursues a specific goal there are many possible solutions, f f even many optimum solutions, and the design exploration simply needs to find a way towards a solution space. Bearing this in mind, our aim is not necessarily to demonstrate the tool's capacity to find optimum solutions, although this may be achieved later when the three City Induction modules are connected, but to demonstrate the versatility of the design tool in exploring different design formalizations. In this sense, it is more important to show that, apart from being able to reproduce Chuva Gomes' plan, the same UIPs that were previously developed also enable many different solutions to be designed. In particular, it has to be demonstrated that different results can be obtained by: 1) selecting different references R ef ,; 2) applying different sequences of UIPs; 3)
assigning different values to the parameters.
Although some automated ways of developing suggestions for defining references can be found, until now this first step has simply been considered a manual one. The designer selects elements of the available representations to define as references for the design. References (R ( ( ef ) can be focal points (e.g., a hill f f top), lines or polylines (e.g., an existing street, a ridge, a water line) and polygons (e.g., a building). The concept of focal point is defined as a geometrical position with a tolerance corresponding to the tolerance designers use when sketching ideas in pencil or using any freehand tool. This means that the rules are structured to accept a certain flexibility with regard to the geometric position of the focal point. A building selected as a referential element (e.g., a historical building) can be treated by the rules as a focal point corresponding to its geometrical centre or as a polygon where the longer line is used either as an alignment or as the basis for establishing a perpendicular axis from its middle point. Different selections as well as different interpretations of the options will obviously produce different results.
Three initial UIPs are referred to in this paper -MainAxisistheLongerLine, CompositionalAxis and s Cardus. Initial UIPs are those able to recognize the available s initial shapes, which are the R ef elements and the intervention site limit f I s . The basic s algorithm for these three UIPs is the same and only the last step changes. They take all the selected R ef elements and draw all the possible axes based on these elements. These axes are trimmed outside I s I I . The longer axis defines the length l ax l , the longer axial length. From the whole set of axes only those 10% shorter than the longer axial length will be used in the next generation steps. However, this percentage is a variable that can be manipulated by the designer by changing the amount of proposed axes.
MainAxisistheLongerLine selects the longest available axis from the set of proposed axes. e Cardus selects the one closest to a north-south direction. OrthogonalAxis and s Decumanus correspond to a second stage in UIP applications. s They are applicable only if there is a main axis a 1 available or a cardus. Decumanus applies only if a cardus has been generated and only s once in the whole design. y
OrthogonalAxis can be applied several times until there are no more references. s
The first level representations generated by these UIPs are axial representations of y streets belonging to the A AN N N AN (Network) object class in the ontology and they basically represent four types of axes a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and a 4 corresponding to four distinct hierarchies. Other classifications can be added to the streets, detailing the street characteristics throughout the generation by adding attributes that change their configuration. In Plan 1 the architect decides to define the decumanus as a promenade and this feature is applied s to all the a 2 axes in the plan, i.e., three times.
The UIPs AddingBlockCells and s AddingAxes can be applied as soon as there are two s orthogonal axes in the design. The parameters h and h w correspond to the length and w width of the urban block respectively. These parameters can be set as a fixed value, as Chuva Gomes does in Praia (h=80m and w=50m), but can also be set as an admissible range (for instance: ). In this case the results of applying these UIPs are different and their purpose becomes different in terms of design intentions.
Exploring variations in designs
At the beginning of the generation process the designer is prompted to define a minimum set of values that are used by the generation module as input values for specific parameters in the Urban Induction Patterns. In terms of the generation module these parameters can be set directly by the designer, although the formulation module is supposed to fill a table of specifications with such parameters as input data for the generation. In the next generation steps, in particular the exploration of grids, a few parameters must be defined, to be used by the rules in AddingAxes and s AddingBlockCells. These parameters are the block length s h and width w, and the street width defined for the hierarchy of compositional axes, a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and a 4 . The latter widths can be altered during generation if an axis is transformed into a specific street type, for instance a Promenade, such as the three promenades found in Plan 1. However, the street widths are set as fixed values, while h and w can be set as a range of values. It is this permitted variability that makes the grid generator UIPs so interesting to explore.
We will look first at AddingAxes, as this is an easier example. [Beirão, Duarte, Stouffs 2009b] show the rules and the derivation for generating the Praia plan. The rules are reproduced here (fig. 4), showing a different derivation (fig. 3 ). The original derivation applies an exact sequence of UIPs and a fixed value for the block parameters, ( Apart from the fact that we let the rules randomly assign the h and w parameters, all the other steps in the design attempt to produce a fair replication of the Praia plan, so that the result underlines the difference in applying fixed or variable parameters to the block size. The derivation in fig. 3 was simplified to the essential steps.
AddingAxes is a sub-grammar s of the generic urban grammar that we are using. is composed of two parallel grammars, 1 and 0 -{ 1, 0 } -in which S 1 S , L 1 are the shape and label sets in 1 respectively and both are objects of the AN class in the ontology. S 0 S S , L 0 are the shape and label sets in 0 respectively and they are both objects from set E 0 .
The first step in the derivation already demonstrates the result of applying Cardus, Decumanus and a s Promenade and shows all the e R ef points still to be erased. These R ef points will be used to attribute a higher level of hierarchy to some of the axes generated.
The second step starts the application of AddingAxes. [9] [10] [15] [16] show the steps where the R ef points change the hierarchy of the axis to a higher level.
Steps 4-5 and 9-10 apply a new Promenade to the axes passing through the first two of e these referential points. Due to space restrictions, some of the repetitive steps were condensed. The last steps apply the generic blocks (UIP -AddBlocktoCells, step 20), s adjust the blocks to the site boundaries (UIP -AdjustingBlockCells, step 21), create s squares by subtracting some of the blocks (step 22), create the main plaza (step 23), create smaller squares by shrinking the block and reducing one of its parameters (step 24) or by subtracting some corners on a crossroad (step 25), and, finally, replace the generic blocks with two different types of building occupation, the closed block, composed of buildings surrounding the entire block, and a spine-like building occupation with the continuous side facing the main streets (step 26). Fig. 4 shows the UIP AddingAxes with the rules 3a, 4a, 4c, 5a, 6a, 6c and 8. Some s rules are omitted because they are symmetrical to others, namely rules 3b, 4b, 4d, 5b, 6b and 6d, which are symmetrical to rules 3a, 4a, 4c, 5a, 6a, and 6c respectively.
AddBlocktoCells and s AdjustingBlockCells are not shown in this paper but they can be s found in an incomplete format in [Beirão, Duarte, Montenegro, Gil 2009 ].
Rule 1 of the UIP AddingAxes maps a temporary coordinate system, s x0y 0 , into two perpendicular axes a n and a n . In this case, the axes are the ones generated by the patterns These values will be used to frame the generation within the space defined by these coordinates.
Rule 3a adds a street axis -a 4 -parallel to a 1 or to the cardus. the new a 4 axis. The rule applies recursively until it falls outside the intervention site, i.e., while y<max y x where y is the new a 4 y coordinate referred to by y x0y 0 . Rule 4b is symmetrical to rule 4a and is applied recursively in a similar fashion. If a selected R ef point or element is within the region of a new axis, the designer is prompted to decide whether he wants to apply a new level of hierarchy to this new axis. This application is optional but if the designer does choose to use it, the axis is transformed into a higher level of hierarchy axis. Rule 4c exists for this purpose and rule 4d is symmetrical to it. Steps 2-11 in the derivation show the application of these rules.
Similar rules apply to the orthogonal axis a 2 or the 2 decumanus to generate an array of s perpendicular axes along the x coordinate. Rules 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b, 6c and 6d are used to x generate these axes. Steps 12-19 in the derivation show the application of these rules.
The rules shown here are exactly the same as those used to generate the Praia plan, except that the values given to the parameters h and h w are different in each iteration. The w parameter values were defined randomly merely to explore design variations. However, this input could be informed through the formulation module, with specific values taking contextual data extracted from the site into account.
Rules 7a, 7b, 7c and 7d erase the , , and labels, respectively if they fall outside the framed area. Rule 8 trims the axes outside the I s limit and rule 9 returns to ). The block cell is defined by the block parameters plus the streets confining the block, which may be all different in some extreme cases (see fig. 5 ). Liew points out three main problems in the use of shape grammars: "(1) controlling rule selection and sequencing in a grammar; (2) filtering out information in a drawing for rule application; and (3) specifying contextual requirements of a schema" [Liew 2004: 14] . He provides seven descriptors to be used in the rule application process to solve some of these problems. Specifically, with regard to contextual requirements he proposes the use of a descriptor "zone" which associates an area in a schema with a predicate function. He gives the example of a void function which states that a certain area must be d empty of all shapes or specific shapes for the rule to apply. Because of the unpredictability of the AddingBlockCells grammar a similar descriptor needs to be used s in its rules. The rule checks the context locally every time it is applied. The main rules for y AddingBlockCells are basically the same six main rules as in [Beirão, Duarte, s Montenegro, Gil 2009 ] but the descriptor zone was added to three of them (see fig. 6 ). where n , until a vertical axis a n is found in the area checked by the void zone. d There are 4 different situations that can occur if the void predicate is false. These 4 d situations are the adjustment rules 3A_1, 3A_2, 3A_3 and 3A_4 ( fig. 7) . Rules 3A_1 and 3A_2 adapt the size of the new cell or the previous cell to meet the a n axis and create a new label on the right-hand side of a n to allow a new generation sequence to start. Conversely, Rules 3A_3 and 3A_4 move the a n axis until it fits the length u of the cell. These rules can be applied only if a n is the main axis in the design or, in other words, if a n was generated by Cardus or s MainAxisistheLongerLine. This guarantees that an e a n axis will not be moved more than once. Once again, a new label is placed on the right-hand side of a n .
Type A rules are all the adjustment rules that detect the presence of axes (objects from the AN object class) inside the void zone. Other types of adjustment rules react, for d instance, to existing constructions, elements of set E 0 , which are either streets or buildings. However, these rules are not shown here as there are no existing buildings in the Praia site.
Like the 3A rules, Rules 4A_1 and 4A_2 adapt the width v of the cell to meet the v detected axis a n parallel to the main axis or the cardus. A label s is created on the top of a n to allow another generation sequence to start in another area of the plan (see derivation in fig. 8 ). If a n is a decumanus or the first orthogonal axis applied in the s derivation, Rules 4A_3 and 4A_4 can be applied alternatively to adjust the position of a n to the cell size v. Like Rules 3A_3 and 3A_4, Rules 4A_3 and 4A_4 can be applied only once per axis.
While applying Rule 5 several occurrences may be detected inside the void zone. They d are:
Rule 5A_1 and Rule 5A_4 detect the presence of one a 4 axis. Rule 5A_2 and Rule 5A_3 detect the presence of one a n axis.
Rule 5A_5 detects the presence of two a n axes. Rule 5A_6 and 5A_9 detect the presence of one a 4 axis and one a n axis.
Rule 5A_7 detects the presence of one a 4 axis and two a n axes. Rule 5A_8 detects the presence of two a 4 axes and one a n axis. Rule 5A_2 reduces the cell size u to u so that
creates an a 4 axis 4 closing the cell and a new label in the top left-hand corner. Rule 5A_4 is similar to 5A_1 but it generates the reduced cell leaning against the right side of the void zone instead of the left side. In fact, it is using the free space in the e void zone. d
u is reduced to u through the relationship x u u x x .
Rules 5A_5 and 5A_7 simply erase the label . They are termination rules. Rules 5A_6 and 5A_8 generate a new cell, shortening both parameters u and v to v u and v respectively. They both create an a 4 axis and do not recreate new labels.
Rule 5A_9 reduces the cell length u to u following the equation
, producing a cell with dimensions ' u v ' .
The derivation in fig. 8 shows the generation of an urban plan using AddingBlockCells as the main algorithm for grid genera s tion. The derivation starts in step 1, already demonstrating the result of applying Cardus + s Decumanus + 4 × s OrthogonalAxis + 3 × s Promenade.
Step 2 applies Rule 1 by placing 4 e labels.
Step 3 applies Rule 2, generating the first cell, erasing one of the labels and creating two more, associated with each of the newly created a 4 axes. Steps 4-6 apply Rule 3. Rule 3A_3 is 4 applied in step 7. Note that a new label is created on the right-hand side of the a n axis.
Step 8 applies Rule 4 and step 9 applies Rule 4A_1, adapting the cell size v to the v available circumstances. Steps 10 to 17 apply Rules 5 and 5A until all the labels are erased. Generation is then terminated in this section of the plan. The other sections are generated in a similar fashion using the available labels, starting with Rule 2 and ending with the exhaustion of labels and . Note that every label falling outside I s is s erased.
Step 23 is the last cell creation step.
The whole set of rules allows the urban grid to be generated without conflicts but the final results still need adjustments, namely aligning or connecting a few streets and placing blocks within cells. However, these adjustments are produced by other UIPs. The derivation in fig. 8 clearly shows some of these problems in steps 23 to 26.
In step 24 the UIP AlignStreets is applied. The result of the generation using s AddingBlockCells can produce several situations where s a 4 axes connect to 4 a n axes that are n very close to each other but not actually aligned. AlignStreets takes two axes connecting a higher level of hierarchy axis at points closer than three halves of their width and moves one of the axes to align with the other, creating a crossroads instead of a T junction. The choice of whether to move one or other of the a 4 axes depends only on the degree of 4 connectivity of the axes. The axis with the least connectivity is chosen as the one to be moved. The criteria and degrees of connectivity used in this UIP are as follows, increasing from (1) to (3): (1) a 4 connects with another a 4 street, (2) a 4 has a corner connection with another a 4 and (3) a 4 aligns with another a 4 segment (see fig. 9 ). Fig. 9 (this page and following 2 pages). UIP AlignStreets -Aligns two a4 streets when connecting to a higher hierarchy street. Moves the street with less connections or alignments in the street network Fig. 10 . UIP ConnectingStreets -Connects a4 streets left unconnected after the 4 AddingBlockCells and AlignStreets sequence s
The purpose of this paper is to show the versatility of design defined within the scope of the City Induction generation module by using an approach based on shape grammar. This is obtained at the level of grid generation simply by manipulating the range of admissible values for two parameters: the block length h and the block width h w. The plan w generation mechanisms are shape grammars encoding typical urban design moves. These grammars were called Urban Induction Patterns and designs are generated through the application of different arrangements of these UIPs. In this paper we show that the same rules used to generate one of the case studies -Plan 1 -can actually be used to generate other results, depending on how the available options in the system are manipulated, namely (1) to define a specific (sequential) arrangement of UIPs and (2) to manipulate the available rule parameters.
Current research is engaged in showing that a rather small set of UIPs can be used to generate a large amount of variety in design, including the scope of the four case studies. This paper already envisages that by using specific values for the parameters h and w for w each iteration of AddingAxes, the grid of the Ijburg plan can be obtained (see plan 3 in fig. 2 ). In addition, a close look at Plan 2 shows that it uses approximately the same UIPs as Plan 1. This should not seem strange considering that the plans come from the same author but, nevertheless, careful examination shows that Plan 2 is divided into four sectors and each sector uses similar rule sequences. Only the parameters have considerably more variation. In each sector one main axis can clearly be seen with at least one orthogonal axis, a promenade and an orthogonal grid in which even some of the block types are similar. Hardly any new UIPs or new rules need to be added.
The interest of AddingBlockCells seems less evident in terms of grid generation, s particularly since the example shown in fig. 8 looks a little unusual and maybe even a little messy. However, if we consider that instead of applying this UIP to highly structured top-down approaches such as the classic cardus and s decumanus urban plans, s the same or similar rules could be used to apply a bottom-up approach, i.e., generation starting from some focal point in an open area that progressively grows by adding cells step by step. This approach would definitely increase the interest of such an UIP, y particularly if combined with different definitions for the urban units occupying the cells. Although some work is already being developed in this area, it certainly appears to be a promising research field in which there is still a lot to explore. Another important aspect is that it is evident that each grid generator UIP has a character of its own. AddingAxes generates a typical iron grid plan while AddingBlockCells generates a more informal s urban fabric leaving some small public spaces with spatial characteristics that resemble certain areas in traditional cities. Furthermore, it can even be envisaged that both UIPs could be applied to different sectors of the plan, enabling a plan to be composed by developing areas with different characters.
The exploration of rules for block types is also clearly an interesting domain for further research. The last steps in the derivations shown here were not detailed but the rules are, in fact, very simple and can be roughly described as variations on the simplified rules shown in Figure 6 in Beirão et al [2008] . Pedro [1999] also suggests that most block occupations are variations or compositions based on only 3 types of block occupation: a closed block with a peripherical occupation, a linear block composed of parallel building blocks or an individual block composed of isolated buildings. The combination of these 3 types may show that most block compositions are actually based on very simple rules and the composition of very few basic elements. However, the Dutch case studies clearly show that block types can be very complex urban units and may give rise to the development of a few more UIPs to generate more complexity in the design at local level.
The main interest of this discussion is to support the hypothesis that a generation system based on the principles described in this paper can in fact be much simpler than initial examination may suggest. Future research will aim to prove this hypothesis, i.e., that a small set of UIPs with some available open parameters may be sufficient to provide a highly versatile design tool with generative capacities that can be easily integrated into GIS platforms. Furthermore, considering that design languages are personal expressions of designers, we would like to extend the goals of City Induction to provide ways of easily defining new UIPs or customizing existing ones in order to make not only an extremely generic, but also a highly customizable urban grammar available.
One of the most promising aspects of the use of the ontology which needs further exploration is the use of the relationships between the spatial components of the ontology through clear definitions of inheritance relations between object classes, relating these inheritance relationships to the UIPs in order to provide an automated means of reducing the set of available UIPs to be applied during the consecutive steps of the derivation without the need to establish a specific algorithm for this purpose. This is also f f related to the concept of a methodological approach to urban design which it is part of the task of this research to clarify. A future paper will address this subject.
3D representations have not been mentioned so far, but have not been forgotten. There are two different aspects to this subject. One simply concerns giving volume to the construction, which may easily be achieved by simply extruding the building polygons. This later needs to be linked to the generation process as the construction volume is directly related to urban parameters such as density, which is likely to be taken as a generation goal. The second aspect concerns topography and in this regard several cumulative issues might need to be taken into account. Two main categories of problem definitely emerge: (1) a methodological one, which may define a procedure to select the areas to be planned and urbanized by restricting the intervention area to a smaller zone or zones subject to distinct rules depending on slope, and (2) a rule-based approach to deal with topography and the design of streets and buildings in steep areas.
Finally, we need to remember that this paper focuses exclusively on the structure of the generation module. We should not forget that this is simply the design mechanism of a larger tool aimed at integrating programme formulation and evaluation techniques within the generation of designs. Additional functions emerging from the other two modules will improve the accuracy and credibility of the designs generated, as they may guide generation towards better solutions. It is planned to integrate the three modules supported by the said spatial ontology. However, this ontology still needs further detailing in order to integrate relationships between the morphological structures and the social and economical concepts used in formulation and evaluation processes. In addition, even at the morphological level further detailing is envisaged in order to approach the lower scale detailing of the plans.
Although it may be said that a design is the result of a sequence of design moves, it is not desirable to develop systems that impose a specific sequence for the simple reason that such decisions are context dependent. Urban Grammars, being an arrangement of generic grammars, allow for greater design flexibility in the sense that the sequence of procedures is not predefined but is instead defined by the designer during the design process. This paper demonstrates how a design tool is defined using generic grammars for the creation of customized urban designs produced by a customizable design language, a specific compound grammar defined by an arrangement of generic grammars.
The generation module for City Induction provides a very generic Urban Grammar composed of several generic grammars called Urban Induction Patterns corresponding to typical urban design moves. Specific grammars, such as the Praia grammar or the Ijburg grammar can be obtained by defining specific arrangements of Ur f f ban Induction Patterns and specific constraints on the rule parameters. As demonstrated in this paper, variations on the UIP arrangements or the rule parameters can provide design variations and allow for design exploration.
